Fucking Scandal!
Stars in giant brawl at Guldbagge Awards

Loa Falkman interrupts Alexandra Dahlström when she
wants to talk and she clearly shows her displeasure
behind his back.
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King of the award show, Lukas Moodysson gives the middle finger to the crowd.
And the Show Me Love star Alexandra Dahlström, 14, was interrupted by Loa
Falkman when she wanted to continue her acceptance speech.
“I was completely cut-off! What a fucking idiot!”
Alexandra Dahlström and Rebecca Liljeberg had scooped up their awards in the
category of “Best Actress”. The film also received awards for “Best
Screenplay” and “Best Director”.

Cheered onto the stage
It was time for the thrilling finale to yesterday’s live film gala at the Royal Opera
House in Stockholm where the award for this year’s best Swedish film would be awarded.
The audience cheered as the Show Me Love gang came on stage.
Alexandra stepped up to the microphone.
This was her big night.
She took the opportunity to say a few choice words to the nearly packed auditorium and
the viewers.
“I would like to talk about sexism and the fixation on appearance; I think it is sad
shit…”
She didn’t manage to say much more.

The MC Loa Falkman quickly intervened and cut her acceptance speech short.

“It’s disgusting to be patted on the head”
Alexandra was really pissed off by this time.
“I did not get to say what I wanted. It was so embarrassing. It feels so disgusting to
be patted on the head like that, ‘the little old woman, we do not have time for you
anymore,’”
Alexandra’s mother Irina was there to congratulate her distraught daughter after the
ceremony.
“Alexandra said right away that she thought she had not been taken seriously. I can
understand her and we discussed the matter, even if we have different opinions in this
case,” explained Irina.
“I did not think it was so bad, it’s almost a shame that it turned out like this.”
“But I think it’s very, very fun she won the prize. Although I always said that it
would have been better if she got it when she was 20. Then she would have more life
experience too.”
Loa Falkman was pleased with the evening. He did not understand Alexandra’s criticism.
“It was about her interrupting the program, not her.”

But she is very upset
“Oh, it’s so silly. It’s about a young girl who will grow up and understand
better in a few years.”
Alexandra was not the only one in the Show Me Love gang to end up in a
scandal.
The director Lukas Moodysson’s acceptance speech was marked by the same rebel
attitude.
One verbal jab after another surprised the audience at the Royal Opera House.
Moodysson rattled the well-dressed and flashy setting of the show. The genuine
commitment was lacking, he thought.

Attacked both celebrities and magazines
“I’m in a bit of an annoyed mood tonight. The film shouldn’t be released in a place
like this. It does not belong at the Opera House,” he said on-stage when he received
his Guldbagge award for “Best Screenplay”.
When Moodysson received his “Best Director” award he took the opportunity to attack:
1. Harry Schein, who yelled at a child during a flight with Moodysson on Sunday.
2. Mersmak newspaper, who stopped an article on veganism “because they did not
want young people to stop eating meat.”
Also, Moodysson wanted to point out that it was good to pay taxes and obey the speed
limits.

The audience began to boo, and Moodysson ended his speech by raising his middle finger
to them and storming offstage.
The statements irked many viewers who phoned Aftonbladet and TV4 last night to
complain about “Moodysson’s nonsense.”
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